Introduction.
We exhibit a large class K* of real 2 x 2 matrices of determinant +1 such that, for nearly all A and B in K*, the group generated by A and B' (the transpose of B) is the free product of the cyclic groups <y4> and <£'>. It 1S shown that K* contains all matrices of determinant + 1 with integer entries satisfying \b\ > \a\, \c\, \d\. This gives a generalization of a theorem of Goldberg and Newman [2] . We also prove related results concerning the dominance of b and the discreteness of the free products </4> * <5'>.
The matrices A will be identified with linear fractional transformations on U* (the extended reals), except in §5.
Definitions and notation.
(1) A matrix M is unimodular if detM = ± 1 .
(2) A will always denote the real unimodular matrix Proof. By Lemma 1, the fixed points of A must lie in U*-F. For any xeT, the sequence x, Ax, A 2 x,... converges to one of these fixed points in that cyclic order on U*. Thus, for all n > 0, A"(x) e A, and so A"(T) c A. Proof. Since each AeK 3 is an involution, the assertion is obvious. PROPOSITION 
IfAeK, then A"eJ for all n such that A" ^ I.
Proof. This follows from Lemmas 2, 5, 6, 7 and 8. 4. Discreteness. The free products </4> * <C> in Theorem 1 are, in fact, discrete. We shall prove this now in the special case in which det/4 = d e t C = 1; we prove the result in full generality in a paper to be submitted later. First we establish some propositions.
If we could find a larger class K' •=> K for which Proposition 1 held, we would be able to improve Theorem 1. The next result (the converse of Proposition 1) shows that no such K' exists. Proof. This follows from Propositions 1 and 2 and Lemma 9. The next theorem implies that (A, B' ) is the discrete free product <^>*<5'> for all A, BeK of determinant 1. Another consequence is that all the real groups investigated by Lyndon and Ullman in [4] are discrete. 1 where j is chosen as follows. If A e K t , choose j e {1, -1} so that A t has a matrix whose upper entries are gO and whose trace is ^2 . If AeK 2 , choose j so that ^ has a matrix whose upper entries are ^0 and whose trace is 2cos(7i/^) with q ^ 2, g e z . Define 2?! analogously. It is readily seen that ^A 1 ,B\y is the discrete free product <y4 1 >*<5' 1 > if and only if {A 9 , CB")'> is the discrete free product O4»> •<(£")'>• Since (B 9 )' = (£')», it suffices to show that <y4 l5 2?j> is the discrete free product (A t y *(.B\y. This follows immediately from Newman's theorem [6, Proof. View A± and C t as transformations. It suffices to prove the conclusion with A and C replaced by A x and C u respectively. As shown in [7, pp. , so that v4 1; B^eK 9 by definition of ^T. The result now follows from Proposition 1.
5. Free products of matrices. In this section, unless otherwise specified, we interpret matrices as elements of the real unimodular 2 x 2 matrix group G rather than the group G of real linear fractional transformations. We define A in G as the image of AeG under the natural homomorphism G-* G. Define K* = {A : AeK}. 6. Dominance. For each A, write A" = \ " " . In [2] it is proved that, if AeL,
then ft n is dominant in A" for all n ^ 0. The next theorem generalizes this result. We first prove one lemma. is easily seen to be free for transcendental m). In fact, Brenner's work answers his own question. For (as pointed out in [5] ), it follows immediately that </4, By is free when m has an algebraic conjugate of absolute value ^ 2. Since each meS = {4cos7t0 : 9 rational, 0e(^, $)} has a conjugate of absolute value ^2 , we have a dense set of algebraic m e (0, 2) for which (A, B~) is free. Thus Knapp [3, p. 304 ] was incorrect when he claimed (in effect) that (A, B} is free for no value of me(0,2).
In [5, p. 1399] , it is claimed that and generate a discontinuous group (on the upper half-plane) when u = 2cosrox, with a rational. The condition " a rational" should be replaced by the condition " a = \jq, with qeZ + ". In [4, p. 165] , the description of a minimal transformation is rather ambiguous, since, if | tr ^ | is maximal, so is | tr ^4 ~x |. With our definition of minimal in §2, the ambiguity is eliminated and the theorems in [4] 
